Abstract. The imaging performance of diagnostic ultrasound scanners is clinically important but difficult to assess objectively. Clinical trials are time consuming and subjective, while measurements made using test objects often have little clinical relevance and limited traceability. This paper describes the concept of a Resolution Integral as a single figure-ofmerit for grey-scale ultrasound imaging. The concept is a general one that can be realised by a variety of methods. We describe one possible implementation that employs a novel test object containing 3D anechoic pipe structures embedded in tissue mimicking material.
Introduction
The performance assessment and quality assurance of diagnostic ultrasound scanners have several roles: to ensure that equipment performs to an agreed standard and is fit-for-purpose; to assess new imaging modalities and signal processing techniques; to inform decision making in the procurement and replacement of equipment; to assist in the design of ultrasound transducers. However, objective technical evaluations of grey-scale ultrasound have always been limited by the fact that the resolution of grey-scale images is a strong function of depth [1] . Measurements of spatial and contrast resolution made with test objects often produce tables of results that are useful as consistency checks but are restricted in their potential to compare the image quality of different scanners. In the UK, this is reflected in the fact that only one clinical application, breast imaging, has any formal requirements for the technical performance of scanning equipment [2, 3] . The Royal College of Radiologists advocates that ultrasound scanners be replaced on a five-yearly cycle, but makes no objective reference to image quality [4] . Current international standards describe procedures for testing the accuracy of measurement calipers and for assessing resolution [5] but they do not embody any concept of overall imaging performance. Many ultrasound test objects and test methods have been described in the literature [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] but there are no published methods that offer a fundamental physical approach to combining measurements of resolution made at different depths. Without the necessary theory to underpin an overall measure of quality or performance, measurements made using test objects have had limited application [15] . In this paper, we propose the concept of a Resolution Integral as a theoretical basis from which an overall measure of grey-scale imaging performance can be obtained. We also describe one possible implementation that involves imaging anechoic 3D structures, and present some initial results.
Resolution Integral
The objective evaluation of grey-scale ultrasound is particularly difficult because it is not a quantitative imaging technique. However, it is possible to quantify some of the physical limitations that directly influence image quality. Two key characteristics of high quality ultrasound images are narrow beam width and good penetration into soft tissue. Given that ultrasonic attenuation in soft tissue is a function of frequency, a notional metric of quality or performance could be calculated as the ratio R = Penetration / Beam Width. For weakly focused imaging beams, the variation of ultrasound beam characteristics with depth can be accounted for using an integral approach. The metric can then be written as (1) where 2/α is the effective beam width and L(α′) is the axial distance over which the effective beam width is less than 2/α′. We refer to R as the Resolution Integral. This concept is illustrated in figures 1 and 2 for an ideal collimated beam and for a weakly focused beam. The L-α curve forms a closed integral, bounded on the y-axis by the noise limit or penetration of the transducer and on the x-axis by its best spatial resolution. The Resolution Integral is the area under the L-α curve. A transducer that performs well has good penetration combined with good spatial resolution, and so its Resolution Integral is large. It should be noted that R is indicative of the performance of the transducer but not the imaging applications to which it is best suited. There are a number of ways in which this information can be derived from the shape of the L-α curve. Here, we define two descriptive parameters: depth of field L R and characteristic resolution 
The concept of a Resolution Integral is a general one and can be realised by various methods, the main distinction between these being the way in which the effective beam width is determined. Using only hydrophone measurements of the transmitted beam fails to take account of the characteristics of the receiver beamforming and so is unlikely to be of direct clinical relevance. Imaging line structures perpendicular to the scan plane (wires, plastic filaments or anechoic cylinders) can be implemented using existing test objects such as those described in [9] . However, these methods have the limitation of characterising only lateral resolution. Imaging point scatterers, such as small metal spheres, allows both the lateral and elevation resolutions to be assessed separately [16] but the technique may be difficult to implement practically. Test objects containing arrays of anechoic spheres embedded in tissue mimicking material are available commercially [11, 13] . These have several desirable features: they fold in all three dimensions of spatial resolution, and the ability to image anechoic structures is clinically relevant. However, the use of these test objects for measuring a Resolution Integral is limited because they contain only one or two different sizes of spheres placed at discrete intervals.
Implementation
The detection of anechoic structures is critical to many clinical applications such as breast and liver imaging. To overcome some of the limitations of commercially available test objects, we designed a novel test object that employs a series of anechoic pipe structures embedded in tissue mimicking material (TMM) [17] . The novel test object was constructed from a 250 x 250 x 100 mm block of agar based TMM with attenuation coefficient 0.5 dBcm -1 MHz -1 and speed of sound 1540 ms -1 [18] . Nine wall-less pipes were moulded into the block, inclined at 40° to the vertical and filled with a water/glycerol mix (figures 4 and 5). The cross sectional areas of the pipes were related geometrically, increasing by a factor of 2 from 0.2 mm 2 to 50 mm 2 . These were chosen to enable the assessment of ultrasound transducers with centre frequencies in the range 2-12 MHz. An initial study was carried out on 9 transducers (6 models of scanner; 5 manufacturers) chosen to cover a range of frequencies, clinical performance and age. All the transducers were, or had been, in clinical use within NHS Lothian and had no obvious faults. Each ultrasound transducer to be evaluated was placed on the upper surface of the test object and used to image each of the pipes in turn by the method described in [17] . In summary: the upper and lower portions of each pipe were imaged longitudinally and measurements were made of the minimum and maximum depths at which the pipe could be visualised. The observer placed a translucent mask, with a slot cut into it, onto the image. The slot was moved up and down along the length of the pipe image to allow the observer to visualise each short section of the pipe in turn and identify the depth at which the pipe could just be visualised. The difference between the maximum and minimum depths at which each pipe could be visualised is equal to L(α) in equation (1) . The low contrast penetration of the transducer was determined by imaging in real time and measuring the depth of the deepest speckle identifiable from noise. (Low contrast penetration corresponds to L(0) because it represents the limit beyond which anechoic objects cannot be detected.) Typically, the measured L-α plot for a transducer comprised values of L from 6 pipes plus the low contrast penetration. These were integrated using a simple trapezium rule.
Repeatability was determined by two trained operators (SP and WE) each carrying out 8-10 assessments of R for a single transducer. The assessments were spread over a period of approximately 6 months. The same two operators carried out measurements on the 9 transducers. Table 1 shows the results obtained using a prototype test object. Values of the Resolution Integral ranged from 49 to 146. The transducers with the highest values of R, 1(a) and 1(b), were the small parts and general radiology transducers in daily clinical use on a premium model of scanner in a large teaching hospital. Transducers 2(a) and 2(b) were also in daily clinical use in a busy radiology department. Scanner 3 was a low cost mobile machine on which transducer 3(a) had been in regular clinical service up to 1999. Transducer 3(b) had rarely been used clinically because better quality small parts imaging had always been available on other scanners in the same department. Scanner 4 employed a rotating mechanical transducer that had been in regular clinical service up to 1994, at which time it was replaced by scanner 3. Transducer 5(a) was a tightly curved array designed for transvaginal use that had been in regular clinical service up to 1999. The transducer with the lowest value of R, 6(a), was a low cost single element mechanical device designed solely for vascular access imaging. 
Results

Computational approach
Visual assessment using a strict protocol can be used to consistently determine the maximum and minimum depths to which anechoic structures can be imaged [17] . This approach folds in all the variables relevant to clinical scanning, but is inevitably subjective to some degree. Computer algorithms offer a more objective method of detecting structures in ultrasound images [11, 12, 19, 20] . For this reason, we have developed an algorithm coded in Matlab (The Mathworks Inc. US) using standard image processing techniques to identify and segment anechoic structures in digital images of the novel test object. In a preliminary evaluation, the algorithm was optimised using 40 images of 6 pipes obtained using a 3.5 MHz curvi-linear transducer. The algorithm was then used to evaluate 4 other transducers with centre frequencies in the range 3-7.5 MHz. Values of the computed Resolution Integral were all within 5% of the visual assessments made by two trained observers [22] .
Discussion
It can be seen from table 1 that the more modern transducers have the greatest measured values of R, whereas older designs of transducer and those dedicated to simple imaging tasks have lower values of R. This is an encouraging result for two reasons. Firstly, although a range of different frequency transducers was tested, the measured values of R appear to rank them appropriately according to their clinical status. Secondly, the range of measured values of R (49-146) is large compared to the repeatability of the technique (3%), suggesting that quite subtle differences in performance may be characterised. Although these are modest achievements given the small number of transducers involved, a single figure-of-merit that provides this level of discrimination has never been described before. It is interesting to note that for transducer 2(b), the value of R in harmonic imaging mode is greater than in fundamental mode. The clinical users of 2(b) expressed a preference for harmonic imaging mode. The evaluation of imaging performance by means of a Resolution Integral has several advantages:
• It provides a single figure-of-merit with a rational physical interpretation.
• Being an integral technique, it is relatively robust to measurement uncertainties.
• R is independent of frequency for media in which the ultrasonic attenuation coefficient is a linear function of frequency.
• The anechoic pipe test object folds in the effects of lateral and elevation resolution, speckle, low contrast penetration, scan-line density, electrical noise, pixel interpolation and signal processing.
• The test object measurements also provide further levels of information about performance (e.g. depth of field and characteristic resolution).
• Provided that the TMM has appropriate non-linear properties, such a test object can be used to assess both fundamental and harmonic imaging modes. The main limitation of the anechoic pipe test object is that it requires a substantial amount of time (>1 hr) to scan the test object fully using one transducer at one centre frequency. The computational approach outlined above appears to have the potential to match the results of visual assessment, and, if successful, will enhance the speed and robustness of the technique.
Conclusions
We have describe the concept and implementation of a new metric of performance for grey-scale imaging. In a preliminary study, the Resolution Integral determined by imaging 3D anechoic structures gave good discrimination between ultrasound transducers of different frequencies, ages and clinical performance. This approach has the potential to underpin a single metrological scale, applicable to all B-mode transducers and to both fundamental and harmonic imaging.
